5G LAB AS A SERVICE

Face the 5G
and telco cloud
introduction
challenges
The Telecommunication Industry is facing major
transformation by IT-isation and Cloud-isation of the
network, resulting in the introduction of technologies like
SDN/NFV. 5G is providing further complexity adding new
challenges related to ROI and Monetization of the
new investments.
In addition, the 5G introduction and readiness roadmap
require further evolution to the digitization of the
Network services with further exploitation of the
telco Cloud technologies and industrialization of the
5G service’s deployment. Ultimately, Communication
Service Providers (CSPs) need to differentiate with
fast go-to-market strategies for new services and use
cases enabled by 5G service platforms, microservices,
edge computing, automation and open source.

Figure 1: 5G LaaS for Global Services Available in Cloud

The new LaaS capabilities will enable CSPs to develop
innovative solutions and services while also drawing on
Capgemini Engineering’s expertise in building frameworks
and go-to-market accelerators for telcos, enterprises
and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

Capgemini Engineering’s 5G Lab-as-a-Service provides
a number of benefits to users, including:
•

Improve time-to-market through ready-to-use,
flexible development and testing environments

The lab features dedicated datacenter infrastructure,
hardware, network components, software frameworks,
service platforms, tools ecosystem, and client portals.
All of which are used to create environments that are
flexible, scalable, multi-tenant, secure and globally
accessible so solutions can be developed, trialed
and tested before rollout to ensure success.

•

Serve as an innovation engine that provides
early access to niche skills and solutions

•

Accelerate time-to-market for new products
and solutions by supporting all steps of the
journey within a complete 5G ecosystem

•

Demonstration platform that simulates scenarios
and showcases solutions for proof of concept (PoC)
and pilots

•

Creation of a 5G Industry applications incubator that
provides dedicated environments to prototype design
and develop innovative industry specific services
and applications within a complete 5G ecosystem

•

Enable testing and integration of enterprise solutions
in an independent telco grade infrastructure

•

Provide a customized environment for tests and trials
for any user application, thereby enabling CSPs to take
advantage of Capgemini Engineering’s vertical market
expertise, enterprise services and enterprise applications

The result is a rapid and cost effective path to roll out
next-gen product and services and a major improvement in
terms of cost profile for project and operational readiness.

To help its clients face those new market needs, Capgemini
Engineering is complementing its telco engineering portfolio
with a strategic asset: the 5G Lab and 5G Lab-as-a-Service
(LaaS) offering, to provide prototyping, development, test
and validation environments, innovative solutions and
services for the new 5G ecosystems, supporting all steps
of the client journey and accelerating time to market.
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5G lab as a service
(LAAS): a flexible
and modular
multi-technology
design and testing
environment

Integrating and validating performance and
functionality of multi vendor and multi carrier
SD-WAN solutions for CSPs and NEPs/Integrators

Designing and developing Next Generation Intent
Based Networking solutions

NFV Validation
& Certiﬁcation

NFV and telco cloud infrastructure and test environment

•

Orchestration, SDN, SD-WAN, automation

•

5G ecosystem including network (5G Next Gen Core,
Transport, RAN), Platforms (Edge Computing, Service
Platform Enablement)

•

Use cases/application

•

Security

Automating on boarding of multi vendor virtualized
network functions
Development of continuous build and deploy pipelines
including Product development and interoperability with
carrier reference architecture
Validating new technologies, network components and
applications prior to going to production

Complete
5G Ecosystem

5G LaaS offer covers the complete value chain of end to
end solutions to support testing, validation and lifecycle
management in key domains:
•

Verifying Operations components including
Orchestrators and Portals for Enterprises and CSPs

SD -WAN

Frameworks
& Tools

NFV Testing, Validation and Certiﬁcation on speciﬁc virtual
environment provided by Vendors and/or O.S. based

Ecosystem to enable ISVs, NEPs, CSPs and enterprises to
accelerate deployment of next generation services
Development, Testing and Validation of 5G Use cases,
Applications and Services
Include Access, Core, Transport, OSS, Edge and
Application Enablement
Creation of various reference architectures to reﬂect use
cases for speciﬁc verticals

Figure 2: Lab Target Offering - Overview

The 5G Lab will therefore enable key areas of services for
5G validation and readiness:
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Technology &
Business Incubation

Prototyping &
Development

Testing &
Validation

Certification

Services
Hosting

Interoperability
Testing
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A complete value
chain of solutions
tailored to
support key
telco players
Communication Service Providers (CSPs): It improves
and accelerates their innovation and engineering activities.
Thanks to a flexible and technologically advanced
environment with a complete portfolio of advisory and
engineering services. It offers ready to use flexible
development and complex testing environments,
alongside professional services. It enables dedicated
environments to address non-priority activities/projects
or capacity shortage in client’s Labs. Finally, it also
offers a capability extension at an optimized cost.

Industries: It offers dedicated environments to prototype,
design and develop innovative connectivity services
within a complete 5G ecosystem, coming with a complete
portfolio of advisory and engineering services. It will
also enable the testing and integration of enterprise
solutions in an independent telco grade infrastructure.

Transition to 5G
The highest potential of 5G technology will be unlocked if the
current mutualism of vertical industry companies and telcos
evolve towards a more symbiotic relationship that is being
experimented with in several 5G joint initiatives. These are
preliminarily focused on developing and deploying initial use
cases and services.

Network Equipment Providers (NEPs): It enables
to accelerate time-to-market of new products and
solutions, supporting all steps of the journey, within a
complete 5G ecosystem. The lab offers a solution to test,
customize and validate vendor solutions into multiple
operator infrastructure scenarios. In addition, it provides
demonstration platforms, simulates scenarios and showcases
solutions to deliver successful PoCs and pilots to clients.

and deployment of 5G services/use case development
along with continuous engineering of networking solutions
seamlessly from the connectivity to the application layers.
In this case, the 5G LaaS offer a unique developing, testing
and validation ecosystem.

In a phase that is testing the maturity and the actual interest
of several industries on innovative 5G services, the next
urgent question to address is how industrializing the design

Use Case Prototyping
Design & Development
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PoC & Demos Test &
Validation Certification

Demonstration Environment
Client Pilots (MVP)
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Why Capgemini
Engineering

About Capgemini Engineering
Capgemini Engineering combines, under one brand, a unique set of strengths from across the
Capgemini Group: the world leading engineering and R&D services of Capgemini Engineering – acquired by
Capgemini in 2020 – and Capgemini’s digital manufacturing expertize. With broad industry knowledge and
cutting-edge technologies in digital and software, Capgemini Engineering supports the convergence of the physical
and digital worlds. We help clients unleash the potential of R&D, a key component of accelerating their journey
towards Intelligent Industry. Capgemini Engineering has more than 52,000 engineer and scientist team members
in over 30 countries across sectors including aeronautics, space and defense, automotive, railway, communications,
energy, life sciences, semiconductors, software, and internet and consumer products.

We offer a unique combination of technology expertise,
multi-industry knowledge and innovative mindset.

For more details, contact us:
The end to end approach

Proximity
Easily accessible Lab location,
within 3h from major capitals
in Europe. Secure environment
quickly accessible from anywhere
in the world via the customer
portal, served by high bandwidth
routes and international
connection nodes

Flexible engagement models
Flexible collaboration models
(project-based, managed services,
Build Operate and Transfer) that
result in accelerated time-tomarket for new products and
services roll out, improved cost
profile for project and operational
readiness

Leverage deep end to end
engineering capabilities,
addressing the whole value
chain and lifecycle, we define
and execute processes
for Architecture, Design
and Deployment; Testing
and Certification; System
Integration; Operation and
Support

Capgemini
Engineering
Differentiators

Write to us at:

engineering@capgemini.com

Comprehensive
portfolio and best
in class expertise
Hands-on experience in
diverse domains from radio/
transport/ core networks to
SDN and Enterprise SD-WAN
to VNF, MANO, Open source
networking, Cloud, Datacenter:
already supporting 10+ Tier-1
CSPs and NEPs

Multi-vendor, Open solutions
Deep knowledge of vendor and
Open solutions, leveraging the
strategic vendor partnerships and
membership of International NFV
and Open Source organizations
(e.g., Open Source MANO,
OpenStack, Linux Foundation)

Flexible acceleration of
time-to-market by best of
breed frameworks

Deal with operational
complexity through lean
operations
Manage complexity from
devices to the network and IT
architectures, by innovation
based on proven processes,
automation and network AI

www.capgemini-engineering.com

Unique cross-industry
synergies and 5G use
case experience
Leveraging our deep expertise and
footprint in 11 verticals, we bring
together Telco and Industries with
immediate business value; 40+ use
cases already defined, developed or
field-proven with Tier 1 operators and
Industry players

Proven licensable Software
Frameworks, Open Source,
reference architectures &
efficient processes for faster
onboarding of SDN/NFV
solutions and 5G adoption
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